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The Rise of AI Surveillance
Through several key advances that enable approaches such as facial recognition,
social media monitoring, and smart policing techniques, AI technology is
extending the power of states to monitor citizens. While entrenched autocracies
are making eager use of these new capacities, more open political systems are
also incorporating AI surveillance tools, raising troubling questions about the
impact on due process, free expression, and active citizenship.
In the context of global democratic backsliding, unregulated AI surveillance
threatens to widen gaps in the rule of law and tilt the playing field toward illiberal
governments in settings where checks and balances are already weakened.
Civil society campaigns are drawing attention to these dangers, and established
democracies are moving toward defining clearer ground rules for AI surveillance
use. To bring principles into practice, however, more robust leadership
from democracies, active collaboration among stakeholders, and sustained
engagement with the broader public are needed.
AI systems augment government surveillance powers in several ways. First,
AI facilitates the automation of operations previously carried out by humans,
for instance by using algorithms to match images with footage. Second, AI
technology can classify information and predict patterns autonomously,
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enabling automated systems to flag perceived anomalies and attempt to
anticipate future events.1 Third, advanced AI sifts through an unprecedented
volume of data. These elements benefit law enforcement agencies, but they
also create threats of privacy violations and investigative overreach, not
to mention discriminatory bias (for example, when facial recognition tools
misidentify members of particular racial or ethnic groups at higher rates). The
weight of both intentional abuse and flawed design often falls heaviest on
marginalized communities.

Surveillance risks extend across regime types
In authoritarian settings, these new capabilities have obvious potential to
deepen repression. Most notably, researchers have investigated the combined
use of biometric surveillance and social media monitoring to feed into an
integrated system of physical and digital control in China’s Xinjiang province.2
While this comprehensive application of AI tools to repress an entire region
still represents an extreme case, the potential for surveillance breakthroughs
to subvert expectations of privacy, facilitate political persecution or group
discrimination, and erode the freedoms of expression and association is not
unique to autocracies.3
Advocates in liberal democracies have justifiable concerns about authorities
leveraging new technologies in antidemocratic ways. In fact, the use of
electronic surveillance to monitor and harass civil rights activists, protesters,
and Native American organizations led to passage of the United States’ 1978
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, which set parameters for authorizing certain
electronic surveillance activities.4 Today, against the backdrop of expanding and
controversial uses of AI surveillance tools, as well as democratic backsliding trends
in some settings, liberal governments are struggling to find an acceptable balance
between maintaining public order and protecting civil liberties.
In France, the mayor of Marseille has initiated the “Big Data of Public Tranquility
Project,” which will incorporate predictive policing technology (involving the mass
collection and analysis of data in order to anticipate, deter, and respond to future
criminal activity) as well as thousands of video cameras purchased from PRC tech
giant ZTE.5 Recent reports have shown that public agencies in the United States
are making wide use of facial recognition technology (FRT), including software
developed through social-media scraping by the private vendor Clearview AI.6
U.S. police departments have also leaned heavily on social media surveillance
and facial recognition algorithms to identify suspects in the January 6, 2021
Capitol Hill insurrection.7 In Israel, the military is implementing a program that
integrates FRT with smart phone and video surveillance devices to monitor
Palestinians.8 In many cases, new surveillance infrastructure is spreading under
the radar, with these systems drawing public notice and debate only after they
have already been deployed.
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In weak democracies and hybrid regimes, the risks that advanced surveillance
technologies pose are acute. Where democratic backsliding has already
weakened rule of law protections, as in Poland, Hungary, India, or the
Philippines, these tools offer new possibilities for tracking and intimidating
dissenters, monitoring political opponents, and preempting challenges to
government power.9
Public documentation shows how these regimes are embracing high-tech
surveillance. In India, authorities are using FRT to track down protesters.10 In
Serbia, officials contracted with Huawei to establish a surveillance network
that will soon “cover every significant street and passageway” of Belgrade (see
essay by Danilo Krivokapić on pp. 23–25).11 Pakistan’s government, meanwhile,
purchased an $18.5 million system from the Canadian firm Sandvine to surveil
online traffic and monitor communications.12
To what extent will the growing availability of AI surveillance tools in swing
states (hybrid regimes or weak democracies, defined for purposes of this
paper using V-Dem electoral democracy scores) speed democratic backsliding,
fuel repressive practices, or undermine the rule of law? The answer to this
question is likely to be shaped by the interplay of a globalized surveillance
market, with China as a major player; domestic political conditions in the
countries where surveillance tools are deployed; and ongoing efforts by
national governments, civil society groups, and the wider global community to
craft new norms around AI.
Police in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia operate a drone.
Around the world, law
enforcement officials make
use of novel surveillance
technologies to keep tabs on
the public.
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The Global AI Surveillance
Market
AI surveillance technology is becoming increasingly ubiquitous, particularly as its
cost comes down and relevant components become more affordable. As Stanford’s
2021 AI Index notes: “The technologies necessary for large-scale surveillance are
rapidly maturing, with techniques for image classification, face recognition,
video analysis, and voice identification all seeing significant progress.”13
In 2019, I released an index that used open-source content analysis to measure
the global prevalence of four types of AI-powered surveillance systems.14 These
are: FRT (biometric technology that analyzes human faces for identification
purposes), smart or safe cities (urban networks comprising thousands of
sensors that transmit real-time data to facilitate city management), smart
policing techniques (data-driven methods for police response, investigations,
crime prediction, and even sentencing decisions), and social media monitoring
(algorithms that automatically monitor millions of online communications).
The index was updated in 2022.15 As the Figure below shows, slightly more
democratic governments than authoritarian regimes have known AI surveillance
capabilities: 52 of the 97 countries with these tools are classified by V-Dem as
liberal or electoral democracies.16

52 of 97
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regimes have
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surveillance
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FIGURE

Global Presence of AI-Powered Surveillance Technologies
LIBERAL DEMOCRACIES
deploying AI surveillance
technology

ELECTORAL DEMOCRACIES
deploying AI surveillance
technology

ELECTORAL AUTOCRACIES
deploying AI surveillance
technology

Classiﬁcations according to Michael Coppedge et al., “V-Dem Codebook v12,” Varieties of
Democracy [V-Dem] Project, 2022, pp. 287–88, using data for 2021.
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CLOSED AUTOCRACIES
deploying AI surveillance
technology

PRC companies are popular suppliers of AI surveillance
tools for governments
Chinese companies remain at the forefront when it comes to providing
advanced artificial intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML) tools that enable
governments to carry out mass surveillance. These firms are seeking out
new markets vigorously, and state subsidies often support their efforts.
Governments around the world have eagerly adopted the low-cost imports
enabled by these policies: Surveillance cameras manufactured by Hikvision
and Dahua now account for “nearly 40 percent” of the global market.17 Chinese
surveillance technology is used in over eighty countries spanning every
region of the world.18
PRC surveillance exports build on the continuing development of these
technologies at home. Despite international outrage over surveillance practices
in Xinjiang, firms such as Huawei and Dahua have been working with the
Chinese government to pilot new systems that include emotion recognition
software (applications that purport to infer an individual’s emotional state)
and ethnic identification techniques (programs that use information from
facial scans to infer conclusions about race) targeting China’s Uyghur minority
population.19 Article 19 researchers indicate that the PRC has a “burgeoning
market for emotion recognition technologies” with little oversight or public
consultation.20
Beijing is also building up its “data fusion” capabilities (merging disparate
datasets to enhance the analytical power of digital tools).21 Its researchers are
investing heavily in improving computer vision and visual surveillance outcomes
(with a particular focus on techniques related to person re-identification, crowd
monitoring, and facial spoofing detection, or techniques to determine if a
person is masquerading as someone else).22 PRC authorities are also honing
their ability to conduct mass surveillance against foreign targets by using
sophisticated data analytic software to mine external social media and internet
platforms.23

Companies in OECD countries actively contribute to the
marketplace
Yet companies based in OECD countries are also selling predictive policing
software, facial recognition algorithms, and social media surveillance
applications widely, including to authoritarian clients. Most governments,
especially those with ample resources, purposely avoid relying on one
country or supplier to fulfill their surveillance objectives. In Saudi Arabia, for
example, Huawei has been contracted to build safe cities, Google and Microsoft
oversee the country’s cloud-computing servers, U.K. arms manufacturer
BAE has supplied mass surveillance systems, including internet interception
technology, Japan’s NEC provides facial recognition cameras, and Amazon and
Alibaba are weighing partnering on a major smart city project.24
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European and U.S. vendors have even exported AI surveillance tools to the
PRC, where some of these systems were found to have gone to an entity in
Xinjiang.25 Moreover, use of AI surveillance technology continues to grow in
liberal democracies themselves.26
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a boon for surveillance vendors globally,
with governments and private institutions alike deploying tools such as contacttracing apps, public health prediction algorithms, and temperature sensors. At
the pandemic’s onset, civil society groups expressed alarm over privacy risks
linked to government use of these systems.27 In fact, many states failed to
implement them fully or were disappointed by the outcomes.28 Nonetheless,
there is a real risk that invasive measures and erosions of data privacy will
persist beyond the pandemic. In some countries, there are growing indications
that tools such as China’s health code app, which rates users’ likelihood of
exposure to determine their access to public places, will remain in use and may
underpin new forms of political repression.29 Demand for temperature scanners
also gave companies linked to human rights abuses in the PRC, such as Dahua,
a chance to expand their sales abroad.30
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The Vulnerabilities
of Swing States
Although commentary has focused heavily on either China’s full-fledged technoauthoritarian model or surveillance debates in liberal-democratic settings, AI
surveillance practices in hybrid regimes and weak democracies may seriously
impact both the political evolution of these countries and the trajectory of
global tech norms.31 These swing states represent partly open political settings
where key liberal-democratic guardrails are weakened or absent in ways
that could heighten the appeal of authoritarian digital models. Surveillance
deployments present increased risk to civil liberties and the rule of law, but
space for civil society to challenge these deployments remains.
For purposes of this paper, swing states are identified using a combination of
V-Dem electoral democracy scores and qualitative indicators selected by the
author, yielding a total of 67 countries in this group (a full list can be found in
Appendix 1).32 While all states in this category combine democratic traits with
autocratic attributes, they vary in the robustness of their rule of law frameworks
and the mechanisms they have available to check surveillance abuses. Most
suffer from some mix of serious democratic weaknesses, such as concentrated
power in the executive branch, lack of judicial independence, limitations on
media, repression of civil society, and infringements on political freedoms.

Swing states increasingly use AI surveillance tools
Of the 67 swing states, 44 already possess AI surveillance capabilities. In
the coming years, this number will only grow higher. In many cases, there
is still little information available on how AI tools are being or will be used in
these settings. As I have shown in prior research, however, there is a strong
relationship between curtailments of political liberties and subsequent
government abuse of surveillance technologies.33 Thus, the risk that surveillance
abuses will feed on and, in turn, exacerbate broader governance problems is a
serious one.

44 OF 67

swing states already possess
AI surveillance capabilities.
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How are swing states deciding their approaches to the use of AI surveillance?
The PRC retains a major presence in most of these countries, and its companies
figure prominently in the acquisition and deployment of relevant technologies.
Among the 67 swing states, 55 are members of Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative.
Still, it is important not to overlook domestic factors, such as political norms,
security threats, and regime incentives, that shape governments’ choices (not
to mention the impact of non-Chinese exports of AI technology).34

55 OF 67

swing states are members of Beijing’s
Belt and Road Initiative
For example, security concerns, whether external or internal, are an important
driver of surveillance investments. It is logical that countries such as India,
Pakistan, Iraq, and Kenya—which variously face challenges from terrorism,
internal insurgencies, and large refugee inflows—would choose to invest in
sophisticated surveillance systems. Peer influence is also a factor. As Akın Ünver
writes, the PRC’s provision of lower cost surveillance technologies to certain
countries may prompt rival states to “turn to the same suppliers. . . in order to
swiftly acquire competing capabilities and resolve their security dilemma.”35

The track record of AI surveillance
In a subset of the swing states—including India, Nigeria, and Singapore—
there is already evidence of surveillance practices that raise concerns
around privacy, fairness, or the rule of law.36 In India, for instance, police
forces deploy FRT routinely to implement “broad sweep-and-search actions that
often target poor neighborhoods heavily populated by Muslims and migrants
from north India.”37
As digitalization sweeps the country, surveillance has been incorporated
into India’s governance, leading to the creation of what Sangeeta Mahapatra
describes as “an early-warning system against security threats and a behaviormoderating system of social management and control.”38 Elsewhere, significant
patterns of abuse either have not emerged or have yet to be documented.
Concerning trajectories are less likely in those countries where robust legal
frameworks protect privacy rights and provide avenues for citizens to seek
accountability.
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Despite the global popularity of AI surveillance tools, evidence suggests that
these technologies have yet to deliver on expectations in many countries.
The reasons behind these apparent shortcomings vary but may include issues
of capacity, available expertise, and a lack of the interoperability required to
make these high-tech tools work properly.
In Lahore, Pakistan, for example, the government installed 8,000 cameras
in 2016 as part of a Safe City project; however, total crime in Punjab either
rose or remained flat in the next several years.39 A smart city project in Kenya
has barely gotten off the ground in thirteen years amid legal snags and
logistical hurdles.40 Interlocutors in the Philippines described the government’s
investment in Chinese surveillance technology as largely “security theater”
intended to intimidate but lacking a real impact on public safety.41 As scholar
Sheena Greitens writes, “At present, rigorous empirical evidence on the
effect of Chinese surveillance technology platforms outside China is thin to
nonexistent.”42 It behooves researchers and policymakers to probe further the
real world impact of these technologies.
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Establishing
Rules of the Road
Currently, swing states and advanced democracies alike operate in an environment
where broader global norms around AI surveillance are still being defined.
Multilateral fora have made progress in establishing agreement on high-level
AI ethical principles, but it remains unclear how governments or companies will
instill these concepts in the actual development and deployment of AI systems.
Some experts have also voiced concerns that framing the guardrails against abuse
in terms of “AI ethics,” rather than established international human rights norms,
offers a loophole for states and corporations to pay lip service to concerns about
AI harms without facing any enforceable obligations.43

Government and multilateral policy efforts to
address AI governance
Multilaterally, regionally, and nationally, there are efforts afoot to begin addressing
AI governance questions. Most of these initiatives remain at a high level of
abstraction, lacking details about actual implementation. Recently, European
regional institutions have been actively engaging in this domain. In early 2021,
the European Commission introduced the Artificial Intelligence Act, a proposed
framework to address systemic AI risks and promote innovation, which is under
discussion at the European Parliament as of this writing in May 2022.44 While some
stakeholders are pressuring lawmakers to prohibit whole categories of technology,
such as biometric surveillance tools, restrictions such as court authorization
requirements or limits on data retention are likelier outcomes. The Council of
Europe is carrying out a parallel effort to promulgate global standards on AI.45
Within the UN system, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) has recommended a “moratorium” on the sale and use of “AI
systems that pose a serious risk to human rights,” pending new safeguards.46
The Human Rights Council has called for a follow-up report, which will likely
influence the development of AI policy in a range of fora.47 Moreover, UNESCO
produced draft AI ethics recommendations in mid-2021 that include surprisingly
robust human rights language.48
Overall, national governments’ treatment of AI and human rights issues
remains undeveloped, although there has been local legislative activity (for
instance, Portland, Oregon’s complete prohibition of FRTs).49 Under President
Biden, the United States has rolled out several new initiatives. For example, the
White House has launched an effort to develop an AI “bill of rights” that would set
new rules for how biometric and automated technologies will be used.50
In addition, the United States has implemented trade restrictions on AI
technology. These restrictions include requiring licenses for the export of
sensitive technologies and limiting investment in and transactions with specific
PRC-based companies, due in part to documented human rights abuses in
Xinjiang linked to AI surveillance technology.51
13
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When it comes to the global proliferation of national and regional AI strategies,
Global Partners Digital found that few of these documents engage extensively
with the human rights impacts of AI technology, and that most lacked “depth
and specificity on how human rights should be protected.”52 These omissions
stand in contrast to the detail with which the same strategy documents
addressed issues such as economic competitiveness or fostering innovation.
The most widely cited human rights issues were rights to privacy, followed by
rights to equality and non-discrimination. A smaller subset of states referenced
the right to an effective remedy and rights to freedom of expression and access
to information.53

Civil society’s role in shaping AI surveillance policy
CSOs have a critical role to play in shaping AI surveillance policy. With
authorities often inclined to make decisions on these issues in the dark,
there is a risk of disregard for human rights principles and social concerns.
Public involvement at all stages is crucial to ensuring that democratic principles
and processes guide the development and deployment of new technologies.
First, CSOs are needed to build public awareness about governmentcontracted projects with civil liberties implications. Obtaining information
from governments is not easy. Eduardo Ferreyra, from Argentina’s Asociación
por los Derechos Civiles, notes that governments avoid publishing contractual
information about newly procured surveillance technologies, and that freedom
of information requests face delays or are ignored. Still, activists and journalists
have used creative strategies to overcome these obstacles and provide vital
information to the public. (For more, see essay on pp. 20-22.)

In the #ConMiCaraNo
(“Not with My Face”)
campaign, Asociación por
los Derechos Civiles warns
about the risks of FRT. The
large text reads “It’s not
protection, it’s control.”
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In democracies, citizens have more opportunities to question how public funds
are being spent, scrutinize the government’s rationale for proceeding with
particular programs, and inquire how agencies intend to collect, store, and
deploy user data. In the Philippines, for instance, combined pressure from civil
society and concerned parliamentarians led to major delays in funding a “Safe
Philippines” surveillance project contracted with Huawei.54 Danilo Krivokapić
from Serbia’s SHARE Foundation relates how his organization mobilized the
community around plans to establish a city-wide surveillance system using
Huawei technology in Belgrade (see pp. 23–25). Even in some more closed
settings where there is less formal room for CSOs to maneuver, groups have
found ways to muster public outrage and push for authorities to scale back
or cancel concerning projects. In Uganda, for example, activists have raised
the alarm regarding the potential uses of a digital vehicle tracking project
contracted from a Russian firm, nominally to fight crime.55
Even when governments complete surveillance projects successfully, CSOs
can play a vital role in “watching the watchers,” monitoring for signs of
abuse. Activists can also pressure the companies administering these systems
to adhere to established business and human rights principles (the public
backlash against the Canada-based internet firm Sandvine’s transactions in
Belarus is a good example).56 Finally, although many existing international fora
and government decision making processes are set up in a way that makes
civil society input difficult, such participation is critical to shaping democratic
norms. From the multilateral down to the local level, citizens can submit
briefs, attend public hearings, petition lawmakers, and mobilize fellow
citizens to push for greater surveillance accountability and constraints on
the use of novel systems.

Private sector responsibilities
The onus for ensuring compliance with human rights standards and
norms should not reside solely on governments or CSOs. There are steps
businesses should take voluntarily to mitigate harms and protect privacy.
Unfortunately, many companies, such as facial recognition firm Clearview AI,
or data brokers such as LexisNexis, Nielsen, or Acxiom (all of which “openly
and explicitly” sell data on millions of individuals for use by law enforcement
surveillance software), are relying on gaps in law to validate their business
practices. Paradoxically, in the United States, some of the biggest clients of
these firms are law enforcement agencies.57 As tech policy researcher Justin
Sherman writes: “There are virtually no controls on the data brokerage industry
. . . and on the practice of data brokerage itself.”58
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One solution is for legislatures to pass privacy laws regulating how data
brokerages and private surveillance firms can operate, for instance, by
establishing what data they are able to collect, and how affected individuals can
seek accountability. But enterprises also have an independent “responsibility
to respect human rights.” 59 As laid out in the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights, companies are obligated to assess whether their conduct
may be in violation of relevant human rights norms and to address adverse
impacts with which they may be involved.60
Particularly when it comes to the surveillance industry, where the risk is
heightened, a useful approach proposed by Privacy International is for
companies and governments that enter into public-private partnerships
to incorporate specific agreements reflecting principles of transparency,
rules-respecting procurement, accountability, oversight, legality, necessity
and proportionality, and redress.61 This practice could mitigate concerns that
commonly arise from such partnerships: Lines of accountability are often
blurred, and companies—even when their technologies are being used by state
agencies—can hide behind intellectual property and trade secrecy provisions to
undercut transparency about their operations.

Rising to the Challenge
For democratic societies, the right set of safeguards to rein in surveillance
abuses remains elusive. Yet as AI surveillance technology becomes increasingly
ubiquitous, it is vital to break the policy and regulatory logjam. Governments
can start by being more transparent about how they are using AI technology.
Improving transparency can be as straightforward as mandating periodic AI
risk assessment reports for government agencies that deploy this technology
in order to ensure appropriate privacy safeguards for data collection or to
flag discriminatory impacts linked to underlying datasets. This practice could
be supplemented by ex ante human rights impact assessments for specific
intended uses (such as a planned law enforcement deployment of AI-powered
drones to monitor crowds during protests).
Democratic governments should begin moving beyond promulgating highlevel AI ethical principles and toward establishing concrete benchmarks and
regulations for responsible AI use that reflect international human rights
law and standards. These regulations should include protections for citizens
against rights violations linked to tracking and mass surveillance, as well as
limits on government uses of large-scale commercial datasets managed by
data brokers.
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Establishing oversight bodies, such as national task forces to evaluate
privacy and human rights implications of AI technologies, is a good way to
ensure an ongoing assessment of surveillance impacts as well as to involve
civil society and outside actors in the review process.62 Governments should
work hand-in-hand with civil society actors as equal stakeholders. Outside
experts, academics, and researchers should be brought into the rulemaking
process rather than asked to comment at the end stage about the suitability of
impending projects or policies.63

A multistakeholder body purpose-built to address
survillance is needed
One substantive gap is the lack of a normative multistakeholder body mandated
to address surveillance concerns, including AI-enabled uses. While there are a
growing number of institutions examining AI governance issues, such as the
OECD’s AI Policy Observatory or Stanford University’s Institute for HumanCentered AI, they are not focused on surveillance concerns specifically. Other
human rights and digital rights institutions, such as UN OHCHR or the Freedom
Online Coalition, have convened fora that touch upon AI surveillance, but their
focus tends to be ad hoc.
An enduring multistakeholder body mandated to tackle a wide array
of surveillance issues is needed. Such an entity would engage in areas
from developing norms of responsible use, to sponsoring research on
emerging uses of new technology and devising legal frameworks that
balance public interests and individual harms. This body could link to existing
multistakeholder entities, such as the Internet Governance Forum or Global
Partnership on AI, but would incorporate a dedicated surveillance mandate.
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Among the organization’s goals would be to address emerging approaches to
preempt harmful applications (such as the development of emotion recognition
and ethnic identification software), advance responsible use by private
companies and governments, promote knowledge sharing, proactively foster
concrete policy change, and raise public awareness of surveillance concerns.
The organization should emphasize fostering new coalitions—for instance,
bringing together digital rights activists and software engineers to head off
problems at the product design stage, rather than address them only after
products have already hit the market. To some extent, organizations such as
the Global Network Initiative, which brings together private sector stakeholders
and digital rights advocates to discuss issues of concern related to freedom of
expression and privacy, offer a partial model. However, the new grouping would
focus explicitly on surveillance concerns and would incorporate an applied
aspect to its work, going beyond policy engagement to discuss actual product
design features.
While it is important to solicit participation from private, government, and
civil society stakeholders, multistakeholderism should not amount to dilution.
Governments and companies that participate in this effort should possess
demonstrably strong records on surveillance use and practices. (Thus,
governments like those of Egypt or Pakistan, or companies like NSO Group
or Clearview AI, would be de facto barred from participating). The worst-case
scenario would be for this organization to suffer from the same pathologies as
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) or UN Human Rights Council,
where autocracies with appalling human rights records routinely are elected as
members or hold leadership positions.64

The challenge for democracies
Democracies must move more vigorously on thinking through how
democratic principles apply to AI governance, following through at home,
and defining global norms in this area. Beijing is moving rapidly to write rules
for AI systems. According to the Carnegie Endowment’s Matt Sheehan, the new
AI governance approaches that are emerging in the PRC touch on everything
from rules for online algorithms to AI ethics principles. He also writes that
the potential regulatory impact extends far beyond China’s borders: “China
will be running some of the world’s largest regulatory experiments on topics
that European regulators have long debated. Whether Chinese companies
are able to meet these new demands could inform analogous debates in
Europe.”65 These efforts will give Beijing substantial sway when it comes to
shaping global rules around AI surveillance technology, which could in turn
diminish the role of human rights norms in these frameworks. But the PRC is
not alone; European regulators have also been busy. The EU’s AI Act and the
Council of Europe’s Committee on AI offer potential avenues for democracies to
counterbalance Beijing’s regulatory push.
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Facilitating greater public involvement in decision making about AI systems
is crucial. Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar and Aziz Z. Huq propose searching for
strategies that will help a wider array of citizens to “better understand the moral
and political choices embedded not just in code but in the design choices of
AI systems.”66 These authors argue that it is vital to empower as many users
as possible “to influence and even change the policies and values embedded
in those systems, whether adopted in the public or the private sphere.”67
It is less important that individuals understand how specific AI systems
work. Rather, it is essential that citizens can evaluate the impact of these
systems. (Technologist David Weinberger explains this distinction as prioritizing
“optimization over explanation.”) 68 In this regard, civil society can help guide
individual understanding, empowerment, and engagement regarding the
societal impact of AI.
To address the challenge of AI surveillance, democracies need to undertake
several major tasks simultaneously. First, they must define regulatory
norms to guide responsible AI use, whether through national AI strategies
and legislation or through regional efforts. To ensure that this norm-setting
occurs democratically and reflects the concerns of affected groups, citizens
must have more opportunities to be involved in the deliberation process.
Finally, democratic governments need to form coalitions of like-minded
states to advance shared digital values. Through this combination of strategies,
democracies can prepare themselves to promulgate standards globally that will
embed AI in human rights and rule of law safeguards, keep abuses in check, and
counter authoritarian ambitions to set the rules of the game.
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Appendix 1
TABLE

Swing States and AI Surveillance

Country

Region*

V-Dem
Electoral
Democracy
Index

Jamaica

WH

0.81

Electoral Democracy

-0.95

Czech Republic

EUR

0.81

Electoral Democracy

-1.10

Romania

EUR

0.78

Electoral Democracy

-0.94

Peru

WH

0.76

Electoral Democracy

-1.03

Croatia

EUR

0.75

Electoral Democracy

-0.94

Panama

WH

0.75

Electoral Democracy

-0.89

Armenia

EUR

0.74

Electoral Democracy

-0.57

MENA

0.74

Liberal Democracy

-0.15

Moldova

EUR

0.74

Electoral Democracy

-0.69

South Africa

AFR

0.72

Electoral Democracy

-0.59

Senegal

AFR

0.71

Electoral Democracy

-0.06

Slovenia

EUR

0.70

Electoral Democracy

-0.95

Dominican Republic

WH

0.68

Electoral Democracy

-1.25

Ghana

AFR

0.66

Electoral Democracy

-0.35

Brazil

WH

0.66

Electoral Democracy

0.06

Bulgaria

EUR

0.66

Electoral Democracy

-0.85

Georgia

EUR

0.65

Electoral Democracy

-0.54

Colombia

WH

0.65

Electoral Democracy

1.09

Ecuador

WH

0.64

Electoral Democracy

0.47

Namibia

AFR

0.63

Electoral Democracy

-0.39

Mexico

WH

0.63

Electoral Democracy

-0.44

Mongolia

EAP

0.63

Electoral Democracy

-0.87

Liberia

AFR

0.62

Electoral Democracy

0.18

Lesotho

AFR

0.62

Electoral Democracy

0.06

Malawi

AFR

0.62

Electoral Democracy

-0.08

Israel

V-Dem
Regime Type

Digital
Repression
Index**

AI
Surveillance
Capabilities?

Member
of the Belt
& Road
Initiative?
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Country

Region*

V-Dem
Electoral
Democracy
Index

Kosovo

EUR

0.60

Electoral Democracy

-0.38

Botswana

AFR

0.59

Liberal Democracy

-0.67

Nepal

SCA

0.59

Electoral Democracy

0.58

North Macedonia

EUR

0.59

Electoral Democracy

-0.35

Indonesia

EAP

0.59

Electoral Democracy

0.03

Poland

EUR

0.59

Electoral Democracy

-0.63

Sri Lanka

SCA

0.57

Electoral Democracy

0.50

Paraguay

WH

0.57

Electoral Democracy

-0.73

MENA

0.56

Electoral Autocracy

-0.44

Sierra Leone

AFR

0.55

Electoral Democracy

0.09

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

EUR

0.53

Electoral Democracy

-0.50

Niger

AFR

0.52

Electoral Democracy

0.49

Ukraine

EUR

0.52

Electoral Democracy

0.32

Guatemala

WH

0.50

Electoral Democracy

-0.48

The Gambia

AFR

0.50

Electoral Autocracy

-0.15

Montenegro

EUR

0.50

Electoral Autocracy

-0.35

Nigeria

AFR

0.49

Electoral Autocracy

0.11

Madagascar

AFR

0.48

Electoral Autocracy

0.16

Albania

EUR

0.48

Electoral Autocracy

-0.19

Kenya

AFR

0.47

Electoral Autocracy

0.00

El Salvador

WH

0.47

Electoral Autocracy

-0.27

Hungary

EUR

0.46

Electoral Autocracy

-0.45

Lebanon

MENA

0.46

Electoral Autocracy

0.98

India

SCA

0.44

Electoral Autocracy

0.97

Ivory Coast

AFR

0.43

Electoral Autocracy

0.20

Philippines

EAP

0.43

Electoral Autocracy

0.64

Papua New Guinea

EAP

0.42

Electoral Autocracy

-0.30

Benin

AFR

0.42

Electoral Autocracy

-0.02

Kyrgyzstan

SCA

0.42

Electoral Autocracy

0.02

Malaysia

EAP

0.41

Electoral Autocracy

0.03

Tunisia

V-Dem
Regime Type

Digital
Repression
Index**

AI
Surveillance
Capabilities?

Member
of the Belt
& Road
Initiative?
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Region*

V-Dem
Electoral
Democracy
Index

V-Dem
Regime Type

Digital
Repression
Index**

Singapore

EAP

0.40

Electoral Autocracy

0.31

Honduras

WH

0.39

Electoral Autocracy

-0.16

Mauritania

AFR

0.39

Electoral Autocracy

0.33

Gabon

AFR

0.38

Electoral Autocracy

0.76

Iraq

MENA

0.37

Electoral Autocracy

0.78

Togo

AFR

0.37

Electoral Autocracy

0.54

Pakistan

SCA

0.36

Electoral Autocracy

0.65

Tanzania

AFR

0.36

Electoral Autocracy

0.38

Democratic Republic
of the Congo

AFR

0.36

Electoral Autocracy

0.28

Mozambique

AFR

0.36

Electoral Autocracy

-0.13

Angola

AFR

0.35

Electoral Autocracy

0.02

Serbia

EUR

0.34

Electoral Autocracy

0.11

Country

AI
Surveillance
Capabilities?

Member
of the Belt
& Road
Initiative?

*Regional abbreviations: WH = Western Hemisphere; EUR = Europe and Eurasia; AFR = Sub Saharan Africa; MENA = Middle East and
North Africa; SCA = South and Central Asia; and EAP = East Asia and Pacific
**On the digital repression index please consult Steven Feldstein, The Rise of Digital Repression: How Technology is Reshaping Power, Politics,
and Resistance (New York: Oxford University Press, 2021); and Steven Feldstein, “Digital Repression Index (updated 2021 data),” Mendeley
Data, V3, 2022, doi: 10.17632/5dnfmtgbfs.3
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